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Listening to Young Lives at Work: COVID-19 phone survey
ENUMERATOR: Start the dialogue with YL Child as follows:
Hello, (are you) / is this [YL Child´s name] ? Hi, I am [first and last name of ENUMERATOR], of the Young Lives Study. The last time I spoke to you [or my partner [say the name of the ENUMERATOR who did the
tracking] talked to you] was in [DATE OF TRACKING] [mention if it was by phone or if you visited them at home], do you remember? On that occasion we told you that a new Round of the study was starting and that from
[DATE OF ROUND 6] we were going to visit you again. You agreed and we were very happy. To our regret, we are unable to visit you due to the Health Emergency/Coronavirus/COVID-19. We hope that you and your
family are safe and that this situation will get better, which is why we plan to visit you next year and meet you again.
SAY: YL Child´s name, you know what emergency I´m referring to? I am talking about the Corona virus/COVID-19 pandemic, do you know what I'm talking about,
right?
Q.I1

01=Yes
00=No -> if he/she says no, or is unsure, or does not know about the emergency and/or the Corona Virus/Covid-19 than read the following:

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

"...it is a virus that is transmitted very fast, in some people it causes a serious and dangerous respiratory disease and some of them end up dying... which is why we
are in a situation of National Emergency.(and that is why we are concern to know how you and your family are…)?
ENUMERATOR: YL Child´s name , about this topic, I will like to talk to you a little bit more, for about 15 minutes, so that you can tell me how you and your household are dealing with all this situation that the Corona
virus/Covid-19 has caused. You know that everything you tell me is confidential, (as it has been with the information you gave us during the 16 years that you have participated in the Young Lives Study). Y ou also need to
know and keep in mind that the information we are collecting from you and the other Young Lives Children in our country will help the authorities of the government and our health system to know how to better prevent and
deal with these types of emergencies, for the benefit of the entire population.

Q.I2

SAY: YL Child´s name, Do you agree? Will you give me your consent?
01=Yes ->Skip to the next section (Section 2 Survey)
00=No

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

SAY: Why don't you want to participate?
01= doesn´t have time/can/t do it, because he/she has to go to study… to work, etc.” -> Go to Q.I4
Q.I3

02=he/she has doubts and/or don´t trust regarding the information they will give -> Go to Q.I5

[ __ __ ]

03= If the justification given by the person for Not Participating, (in this first call), is linked to a very delicate situation, a Health, Economic or other type of emergency
(specifying whether it is personal or related to the family) -> Go to Farewell F3

Q.I4

Q.I5

ENUMERATOR: Explain that you can call again the day and time that is more convenient for he/she…and also, mention again that it will be a conversation of no
more than 15 minutes…
SAY: Would you like to participate? Do you give us your consent to go ahead?
01=Yes -> ENUMERATOR: Schedule Time for the call -> Go to Farewell F2
00=No -> ENUMERATOR: take note of the reason -> Go to Farewell F1
ENUMERATOR: Explain again the Purpose of the conversation ..., the confidentiality of what they tell you and the importance that it has, (for the future of the Health
system in our country), that they share their experience along with the experience of other young people of the Young Lives study during the “Coronavirus” the Covid19 pandemic
SAY: What do you think? Would you like to participate?
01=Yes-> Go to next section (Section 2. Survey)
00=No -> Go to Farewell F1

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

SAY: YL Child´s name don´t worry, your decision is absolutely free and voluntary, we understand and respect it. It is necessary that you know that choosing not to participate in this “conversation” doesn´t
affect at all your link with Young Lives because you are still an important part of the study until you decide. That is why is important and necessary that you know that [between August and October, DATE OF
PHONE SURVEY SECOND CALL], I will call you again to invite them to participate in a survey with questions related to the Covid-19 / Corona virus, the COVID-19 Response and the national emergency,
and its effects on the health, education, economy and work of each young participant and their household’s. The entire survey takes approximately 30 minutes. As always, the survey will be done with the
consent of each young person and on the day and time that (he / she indicates?) is most convenient for them according to their activities….
SAY: You will remember that whenever we have visited you, at the end of the interview, in gratitude to the time that you have given us to answer all the questions, we have given you a [PE: a small present,
e.g. backpack, watch, mini radio, etc.); ET: a small amount of money or transferred mobile card; IN: money purse, vanity bag, etc; VN: a small amount of money], right?
[PE and IN] This time, as it is not possible to visit the participants in their homes, we will not be able to personally carry and deliver any presents, so, only for this time, at the end of the survey, all participants
will be given [ PE: S /. 50 soles, which is the approximate equivalent to the value (cost) of the present], [IN: Rs. 600, which is the approximate equivalent to the value (cost) of the present]
[ET and VN] This time, as it is not possible to visit the participants in their homes, we will not be able to personally carry and deliver any presents, so, only for this time, at the end of each survey call, each
participant will be given [ET: will be given Birr 100 or Mobile card which is the approximate equivalent to the value of the money] [VN: will be given VND 50,000 or a mobile card which is he approximate
equivalent to the value of the money]
[The delivery of the money would be made by means of a "Money Order" by [PE: Banco de la Nación; ET: Commercial Bank of Ethiopia; VN: Commercial Bank of Viet Nam] or any other bank that the
participant indicates, so that they can collect it from there. Or if you don't have access to a Bank [PE: you can recive the reward from any Banking Agent located near their living place; ET: we may send you
mobile card equivalent to the money. Or if you prefer to receive the money, we can send you the amount through our local guide. Please let us know your preference; VN: we may send you mobile card
equivalent to the money. Please let us know your preference.] [IN: The amount will be sent through any nationalised banks by RTGS or we don't want to give us your bank account or you don't have one, we
will send the amount by "Money Order" and it will take 4 or 5 days to reach them through Post office. In both cases we will send a photo copy of the receipt].
This is the information that I wanted to give you and that when I call you back, I will give you a much broader and more detailed explanation so that you can freely decide whether or not you want to participate
in the aforementioned survey. At the moment, I can tell you that it has been very good for me to meet and talk with you. Thank you very much for your attention and remember that in [between August and
October, DATE OF PHONE SURVEY SECOND CALL] I am calling you again.
Is there a day of the week that usually works better for you?
ENUMERATOR: Mark all that apply

F2a

01 Monday
02 Tuesday
03 Wednesday
04 Thursday
05 Friday
06 Saturday
07 Sunday

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

When is it easier to reach you?
ENUMERATOR: Read options and mark all that apply
01=Mornings
F2b

02=Afternoons
03= Evening (after dinner)
Other comments

□
□
□
[ ______________ ]

SAY: You will remember that whenever we have visited you, at the end of the interview, in gratitude to the time that you have given us to answer all the questions, we
have given you a [PE: a small present, e.g. backpack, watch, mini radio, etc.); ET: a small amount of money or transferred mobile card; IN: money purse, vanity bag,
etc; VN: a small amount of money], right?
[PE and IN] This time, as it is not possible to visit the participants in their homes, we will not be able to personally carry and deliver any presents, so, only for this time,
at the end of the survey, all participants will be given [ PE: S /. 50 soles, which is the approximate equivalent to the value (cost) of the present], [IN: Rs. 600, which is
the approximate equivalent to the value (cost) of the present]
[ET and VN] This time, as it is not possible to visit the participants in their homes, we will not be able to personally carry and deliver any presents, so, only for this
time, at the end of each survey call, each participant will be given [ET: will be given Birr 100 or Mobile card which is the approximate equivalent to the value of the
money] [VN: will be given VND 50,000 or a mobile card which is he approximate equivalent to the value of the money]
F2c

[The delivery of the money would be made by means of a "Money Order" by [PE: Banco de la Nación; ET: Commercial Bank of Ethiopia; VN: Commercial Bank of
Viet Nam] or any other bank that the participant indicates, so that they can collect it from there. Or if you don't have access to a Bank [PE: you can recive the reward
from any Banking Agent located near their living place; ET: we may send you mobile card equivalent to the money. Or if you prefer to receive the money, we can send
you the amount through our local guide. Please let us know your preference; VN: we may send you mobile card equivalent to the money. Please let us know your
preference.] [IN: The amount will be sent through any nationalised banks by RTGS or we don't want to give us your bank account or you don't have one, we will send
the amount by "Money Order" and it will take 4 or 5 days to reach them through Post office. In both cases we will send a photo copy of the receipt].

[ ______________ ]

This is the information that I wanted to give you and that when I call you back, I will give you a much broader and more detailed explanation so that you can freely
decide whether or not you want to participate in the aforementioned survey.
At the moment, I can tell you that it has been very good for me to meet and talk with you.
Thank you very much for your attention and remember that in [between August and October, DATE OF PHONE SURVEY SECOND CALL] I am calling you again.
ENUMERATOR: collect and write down all the information you can, important details that exactly describe the problem/situation (… ask how they think it could be
solved, if they have done any paperwork or management…, or if they are doing something to solve it…, what is their greatest difficulty, etc.)
SAY:I will present your case, will consult with the supervisors and with the people in charge of the Young Lives study, to find out how or who could help them directly.
* According to the case and according to the time, set the day/date on which you would be giving the answer.
F3

[ ______________ ]
ENUMERATOR: Follow up on the case, and it is probable, (depending on the circumstances), that only when everything is "apparently solved” or in "the process of
being solve”, in a conversation with he/she you will be able to mention/inform them about the future survey that will take place [between August and October, DATE
OF PHONE SURVEY SECOND CALL], as well as the retribution of [PE: S/. 50 in total; ET: 100 BIRR per survey call; IN: 600 INR in total; VN: 50,000 VND per survey
call] as a way to show gratitude for their time.
If respondent sounds desperate/ suicidal please refer to the manual for further instructions on how to proceed.

Listening to Young Lives at Work: COVID-19 phone survey
ENUMERATOR: Once the YL Child has given his/her consent, ask him/her the following questions. It is important that the questions are asked in the form of a conversation, dialogue with him / her
SAY: I would like to ask you some questions about where you live and who is living with you
ROSTER AND HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS
SAY: Are you living in the same place where you were living the last time we talk/visited you in
[TRACKING DATE] ?
Q.1

[CAPI: pre-fill with information from R6 tracking]
01=Yes
00=No -> SAY: I will take note of the address where you are currently living at the end of the
interview. In the meanwhile can you please tell me ... (Go to Q.2)

Q.2

SAY: How many people are currently living with you?

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

[ __ __ ]

SAY: How many rooms are there in the house (excluding kitchen, bathroom, garage) ?
Q.3

ENUMERATOR: Do not include kitchen, bathrooms, passage, garage, warehouses or rooms
divided with non-permanent items such as a curtain.
77=NK

[ __ __ ]

Household Roster
Q.4

A

B

C

D

E

F

SAY: Please, starting with you, can you please confim
that these persons are still living with you?
(CAPI: pre-fill using R5 roster information )

ID

Name
(CAPI: pre-fill using R5 roster
information )

(ENUMERATOR:Check the information for everyone and
then ask whether there are other members living with the
YL child. If so, add these new members as needed, fill AF information for them then go to Q.5. Fill this table by
row.)
01=Yes, lives in household
02=No, lives elsewhere temporarily
03=Person has died --> CAPI: Question B enabled.
04=No, lives elsewhere permanently
05=Person not known by the household
06=Other, specify
07= Died from COVID-19 --> CAPI: Question B enabled

In which year did he/she die
in?

Age in years
Enter current age
Sex
for new members
(CAPI: only enable if
Age in completed
(CAPI: pre-fill using
(CAPI: pre-fill using
household member has died
months
R5 roster information
i.e.
R5 roster
[CAPI: Only
)
response to Q.A is 03=Person
information )
enabled if age in
has died or 07 = Died from
ENUMERATOR: Use
01=Male
years is less than
COVID-19)
Enter 0 if less than
codebox #0. If easier, fill
02=Female
1 year old]
1 year old
the code after the
88=NA
Once Q.B is filled for
If not known, enter interview
corresponding HHM, skip to
99
next row
Relationship to the YL
Child
(CAPI: pre-fill using R5
roster information )

0

YL Child

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ ]

YL Child

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

1

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

2

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

3

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

4

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

5

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

6
…

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION ABOUT COVID-19
SAY: Thanks a lot. Now, I would like to ask you some questions on what do you know about COVID-19/Coronavirus.
Have you (received any information on) heard about social or physical distancing and self isolation
as a preventive measure against the coronavirus?

Q.5

ENUMERATOR: tell the respondent what social distancing and self-isolation means if the
respondent seems doubtful or doesn't know.
Social distancing: consist on a set of measures to reduce physical interactions with other people
not living in your same household as much as possible, including keeping distance, at least 1-2
meters, from other people when you are outside, in shops, bus stop etc..)
Self-isolation: means staying at home avoiding to leave your house as much as possible if not for
essential need like buy food, medicines and going to the doctor/hospital

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

[ CAPI ] : If No --> Skip to Q.7
From whom did you receive information about self-isolation and social distancing?
Q.6
ENUMERATOR: Please do not read. Mark with a check "√" all the ones mentioned
01 Poster / Billboard / Flyer
02 Radio
03 Television
04 Sms
05 Phone Call
06 Newspaper
07 Facebook/twitter/social Media/whatsapp
08 Health Care Worker
09 Ngo Worker
10 Other Outreach
11 Local Authority
12 Neighbors / Family/friends
13 Traditional Healer/pastor/faith Based Healer
14 Megaphone/bullhorn
15 Employing organization’s safety measures
16 Religious leaders
17 Telecom message before calls
18 Health extension worker
19 House to house screening visit.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Do you have a way to access the internet these days?

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

Q.7
[ CAPI ] : If No --> skip to Q.9
How?
Q.8
ENUMERATOR: Mark all that apply
Yes, through own smartphone/Tablet/IPAD
Yes, through smartphone/Tablet/IPAD of another household member
Yes, through computer at home
Yes, through internet cabin, call center

□
□
□
□

Do you know what are the signs and symptoms of Coronavirus/Covid-19?
Q.9
ENUMERATOR: Please do not read the options, mark with a check "√" all the one mentioned.
01 Cough
02 Fever
03 Difficulty breathing
04 Tiredness
05 Aches/ Muscle pain
06 Runny nose
07 Sore throat
08 Diarrhea
09 Nasal and throat congestion
10 Loss of smell and taste
11 Headache
12 Chest pain
13 Chills
14 Rash
15 Sneezing
16 Weight loss
17 Other, specify
18 Don't Know

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
[ ______________ ]

□

EFFECT ON HEALTH
SAY: Now, I would like to know more about your health and the health of the other household members.
CAPI: disable Q.10-Q.15 for hh members reported as 03=Died in the roster Q.4 but enables it for those who are reported as 07=Died from COVID-19
Household Members Infected
Q.10
Q.11
Q.12

Q.13

What type of treatment did [HHM name]
receive?

Q.14

Q.15

Why [HHM name] didn't receive treatment?

[CAPI] : Once answered go to Q.15]

ID

ENUMERATOR: do not read the options. If
the YL Child report more than a reason
ENUMERATOR: do not read the options. If
please ask about the main one.
the YL Child report more than one treatment
Who has been infected or you think might have been Which type of test did
please ask about the main one.
infected?
[HHM name] make?
00= No tested
Name of Household SAY: Typical symptom are: high temperature,
Did household member
01 = Rejected by the health center
01
=
Instructions
by
phone/Whatsapp
receive treatment?
Member
00 = No test
continuous cough, breathing problems, chest pain.
02 = No health center where we live
02 = Was under observation at home
01 = Quick test (blood drop)
03 = Told to stay at home
(CAPI: pre-fill using
03 = Hospitalized in private clinic
[CAPI] : If No=00, skip to
04 = Told that treatment was not required
roster information in If response is No=00 or Refused to Answer=79, skip 02 = Nose and throat
04 = Hospitalized in public hospital
sample
to Next Row (next HHM)
Q.14
06= I rejected seeking treatment/not
Q.4)
05 = Hospitalized in health post (not relevant
03 = I don´t know
interested
for IN)
04 = Other, specify
07= Family advise me not to take treatment
06 = Was in Intensive Care Unit
08= Fear of isolation from the community
07= Self-prescribed traditional medicine
09= Fear of being culprit of bringing the
08=Traditional medicine prescribed by local
virus to the community
traditional doctors or healer
10= Belief illness can be cured at home.
09=Self-prescribed modern medicine
11 = Other, specify
10= Prescribed modern medicine by doctor
11= Other, specify

○ Refused to Answer(79)
○ Refused to Answer(79)
○ Refused to Answer(79)
○ Refused to Answer(79)
○ Refused to Answer(79)
○ Refused to Answer(79)
○ Refused to Answer(79)

[ __ __ ]

[ HHM name ]

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

[ HHM name ]

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1) ○ Refused to Answer(79)

0

YL Child

1

[ HHM name ]

2

[ HHM name ]

3

[ HHM name ]

4

[ HHM name ]

5

[ HHM name ]

6
…

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

Comments: enumerator, provide notes of the cases of those that were ill
(e.g., was it difficult to get treatment?)

How is [HHM name]
person now?
01 = Fully recovered
02 = Recovered, but still
has some problems
03 = Still ill
04 = Died
05= Died from COVID

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]

[ ______________ ]

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
SAY: I would like to ask you on what type of preventive measures you have been taken, if any
Have you done any of these things to prevent the infection?
Q.16

ENUMERATOR: Please READ and mark options that apply with an "√". Note that
the YL Child should report about his/her own behaviors rather than what other family
members did.

□
□
□
□
□

01 Wash your hands with soap more often than you used to
02 Avoid handshakes/ physical greetings
03

Avoid groups meeting such as family gatherings, parties; going to church, funerals
etc.

04 Wear protective gear when outside (eg face masks, gloves)
05 Keep a distance of at least one-two meters from other people
Have you done anything else to prevent catching the infection? For example
changing your behaviour, eating certain food or drink or avoiding certain things?
Q.17

ENUMERATOR: Please do not read, just mark with "√" all the ones mentioned.
Please note that the YL child should report about his/her own behaviors rather than
what other family members did

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

01 Cancel travel plans
02 Stock up on more food than normal
03 Reduce the number of times you go to the market/grocery store
04 Work from home
05 Shower immediately upon entering the house
06 Take off all clothes that were worn outside
07 Drinking lemon
08 Adding hot pepper to food
09 Adding garlic/ginger to food or eating garlic
10 Hot bath when you come in from being out
11 Going outside into the sun
12 Any other herbal medicine/local prevention/homeopathic medicine
13 Avoiding congested transport systems
14 Using hand sanitizers more often
15 Other, specify
16

Specify
[CAPI] : Enabled only if Other, specify is marked

[ ______________ ]

For which reason or reasons did you leave the house during the quarantine/(ET:
COVID-19 Response)?
Q.18
ENUMERATOR: please READ the alternatives and enter the corresponding
response.
01 We never went out
02 To buy food
03 To buy medicine; visit doctor
04 To to go the bank
05 To exercise, walk the dog
06 To take care of a household member
07 To work or work related reasons, with permission
08 To work or work related reasons, without permission
09 To go to church/mosque/temple/funerals/weddings
10 Recreation, meeting friends and family
11 To allow my children to go out
12 Other, specify
13

Specify
[CAPI] : Enabled only if Other, specify is answered Yes

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)

[ ______________ ]

EFFECT ON HOUSEHOLD LABOUR
SAY: Now, thinking about what happened as a consequence of the current crisis, does any household member …
ENUMERATOR: Ask this in row i.e. for each one of the household member. Use the age reported in the table and avoid to ask this questions for children under 10.
CAPI: disable Q.19-Q.21 for hh members reported as 03=Died or 07=Died from COVID-19 in the roster Q.4
Consequences of Crisis

ID

Household Members Name
(CAPI: pre-fill using roster information in Q.4 )

Relationship with the YL Child
(CAPI: pre-fill using roster
information in Q.4 )

Age of HHM
(CAPI: pre-fill using roster
information in Q.4 )

0

YL Child

YL child

YL child

1

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

2

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

3

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

4

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

5

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

6

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

…

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ ]

Comments: enumerator, provide notes if neccesary

[ ______________ ]

Have you started working remotely from home during the
quarantine/(ET: COVID-19 Response)?
Q.22

00=No, I was not working when the COVID-19 Response started
01=No, I lost my job/was suspended/terminated
02=No, I continue working from my place of work outside of home
03=No, I keep working from home as usual
04= Yes

[ __ __ ]

Q.19
…lost all or a considerably part of
his/her source of income from own
business/own farm due to the current
crisis? Who?

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)

Q.20

Q.21

…lost his/her job due to the current
crisis? Who?

…was suspended without payment
or had to cut his/her salary due to the
current crisis? Who?

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)

EFFECTS ON EDUCATION
SAY: Let's talk about the effect that the current crisis has on your education plan and of other household members, if any
CAPI: disable Q.23-Q.27 for hh members reported as 03=Died or 07=Died from COVID-19 in the roster Q.4
CAPI: Q.23-Q.27 only apply to the index child, spouse/partner regardless of their age + and to siblings and child of the YL Child only if under 19 , as identified in the roster Q.4
CAPI: Q.26 and Q.27 only apply to PE and VN. They should be asked only
to the Index Child
Q.23
Did any of the following household member…
ID

Name of Household Member
(CAPI: pre-fill using roster information in Q.4 )

Q.24

… interrupted their studies from
school/university/technical institute due to the
current crisis? Who?

… not enroll at school/university/technical institute
due to the current crisis? Who?

Q.25

Q.26

Q.27

… switched to online or other learning due to the
current crisis? Who?

Did [YL Child] switch from a
private to a public school?

Did [YL Child] switch from a private
school to another private school of
lower cost?

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1) ○ NA(88)

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1) ○ NA(88)

If No, leave blank and skip to the next row
[CAPI: if the answer No for all than go to Q.24]

ENUMERATOR: Ask this question only to the index child, Partner/Spouse and any other hh member under the age of 19
0

YL child

…

Partner/Husband/Wife

…

Brother(s)/Sister(s)

…

Child of the YL child

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)

EFFECT ON CARING RESPONSIBILITIES
SAY: Now, thinking about the allocation of household chores and care responsibilities within the household:

Q.28

Are there children, old people, ill, disabled or
other household members that require special
care?

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

[ CAPI ] : If No --> Skip to Q.31

CAPI: disable Q.29-Q.30 for hh members reported as 03=Died or 07=Died from COVID-19 in the roster Q.4
Took Care

Q.29

Q.30

Was this person in charge of taking care of (some
Who was the main household member that took care
or all of) these household members before the
of them during the quarantine/(ET: COVID-19
quarantine/(ET: COVID-19 Response)?
Response)?
ID

Household Members Name
(CAPI: pre-fill using roster information in Q.4 )

01 = Yes, nothing change
02= Yes, but my/his/her caring responsibilities
increased
03= Yes, but my/his/her caring responsibilities
decreased
CAPI: for all household members marked go to Q.30.
04 = No, but I/he/she had to do it due to the
situation

Relationship to YL Child
ENUMERATOR: Mark all that applies (as the carer
(CAPI: pre-fill using roster information in Q.4 ) for old household members might differ from the
carer for children)

0

YL Child

YL Child

1

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

2

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

3

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

4

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

5

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

6

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

…

[ HHM name ]

[ __ __ ]

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

Q.31A

FOR INDIA: Which state does YL Child belong to?
01 = Telangana
02 = Andhra Pradesh

[ __ __ ]

SAY: Many of us are going through difficult times.

Q.31

Was there a time since [Outbreak date] when your household ran out of food because of a lack of money or
other resources?
Comments: enumerator, take notes of the cases

○ No(0)
○ Yes(1)
[ ________ ]

Did your household receive support from the Government to cope with the crisis?
Q.32
00= No -> Skip to question Q.34
[PERU] 01= Yes
02= Yes, received a transfer from the Government but couldn't withdraw the money
03= Don't know > Skip to question Q.34

Q.33
(PERU)

[ __ __ ]

Q.32
(ETHIOPIA)

Did your household receive support from the Government (or others) to cope with the crisis? Which type of
support?
ENUMERATOR: Mark with an "√" all options mentioned

01

No > Skip to question Q.34

□

02

Cash support

□

03

Food support

04

Material support (e.g. soap. Facemask, sanitizer)

05

Exemptions of house/shop rental payments

06

Promised but not received yet

07

Other, specify

08

Don't know > Skip to question Q.34

Which type of support?
ENUMERATOR: Read the options and mark with an "√" all options mentioned

01

Bono familiar universal

02

Bono urbano

03

Bono independiente

04

Bono rural

05

Bono suspensión perfecta

06

Food basket

07

Other, specify

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

08

Don't know

□

Q.33
(ETHIOPIA)

□
□
□
□
□
□

From whom did you receive support?

ENUMERATOR: Read the options mark all mentioned

01

Government PSNP program

02

Another government support with source known;

03

NGOs, faith based organizations, or other CSOs

04

People and local associations in the woreda

05

People and associations outside the woreda (including diasporas)

06

Employer

07

House/shop owners

08

Do not know the source;

09

Others (Specify)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Do you have ration card?
Q.32
(INDIA)

01=Yes, white card
02=Yes, pink card
03= Anthyodaya/Annapurna card
4=No card

Did your household receive support from the Government to cope with the crisis?
[ __ __ ]

Q.33A Have you received the following during lockdown period?
(INDIA
Telangan ENUMERATOR: Read the options and mark with an "√" all options mentioned
a)
01

Rs.1500/- cash per family

02

12 kg rice per person in the family

03

Jandhan account holders Rs.500/- PM for three months

04

House owners not asked house rent for 3 months

05

One cooking gas cylinder free of cost

06

Door delivery of nutrition supplies to pregnant women, lactating mothers, pre school going age children (fortified food, rice, dal, edible oil,
milk, eggs, ‘balamrutham’, snacks (‘murukulu’)

Q.33
(VIETNAM)

□
□
□
□
□
□

Q.33B Have you received the following during lockdown period?
(INDIA
Andhra ENUMERATOR: Read the options and mark with an "√" all options mentioned
Pradesh)
01

Rs.1000 cash transfer to the bank account

02

3 times special ration per month free of cost : Each time per head 5 kg rice

03

3 times special ration per month free of cost : Per family 1 kg dal

04

Wheat flour 1 kg per family @ Rs 10/-

05

Sugar 1kg per family @ Rs 10/-

06

3 face masks per head distributed

07

Jandhan account holders Rs.500/-PM for 3 months

08

For beneficiaries of the mid-day meal a bag of food materials

09

Students of primary section received 1 kg of rice, eight eggs and four packets of chikkis

10

Student of upper primary section one-and-half kilogram of rice, eight eggs and four packets of chikkis.

11

Different fruits and vegetables at subsidised price to the household.

12

Door delivery of nutrition supplies to pregnant women, lactating mothers, pre-school going age children (ffortified food, rice, dal, edible oil,
milk, eggs, snacks (‘murukulu’)

13

14

Others (Specify)
Specify

Q.32
(VIETNAM)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
[ ______________ ]

00= No -> Skip to question Q.34
01= Yes
02= Yes, received a transfer from the Government but couldn't withdraw the money
03= Don't know > Skip to question Q.34

[ __ __ ]

Which type of support?
ENUMERATOR: Read the options Mark with an "√" all options mentioned

01

Government packet for the impacted employees

02

Government packet for the impacted employers

03

Government packet for household businesses under VND100 mil/year

04

Government packet for the poor and near-poor households

05

Government packet for other categories.

06

Landlords waive rent

07

ATM-rice,

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

08

Other, specify

□

09

Don't know the source

□

SUBJECTIVE WELLBEING
SAY: I have one final question to summarize how you are doing overall
If I tell you the statement:
"I am nervous when I think about current circumstances" can
you tell me does that apply to you at all?

Q.34

ENUMERATOR: if they say it does apply, ask them if it
somewhat or strongly applies; if they say it doesn't apply then
ask if it somewhat or strongly applies

[ __ __ ]

01=Does not apply at all
02= Somewhat does not apply
03=Neither applies nor does not apply
04= Somewhat applies
05= Strongly applies

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Q.35

Is there anything else you would like to tell us?

Specify [__________________]

SAY: YL Child´s name It has been very good for me to meet and talk with you, and as I have said, in these circumstances/in these moments your information is very
interesting and important.
I must tell you that in [between August and October, DATE OF PHONE SURVEY SECOND CALL] I will call you again not only to find out how you and your family
are, but also to inform you and invite you to participate in a survey in which all the young people that are part of the Young Lives study will participate, with questions
related to the Covid-19 / Corona virus, the quarantine/(ET: COVID-19 Response) and the national emergency, and its effects on the Health, Education, Economy and
Work of each young person and their households. The survey takes approximately 30 minutes.

Q.36

Is there a day of the week that usually works better for you?
ENUMERATOR: Mark all that apply

01

Monday

02

Tuesday

03

Wednesday

04

Thursday

05

Friday

06

Saturday

07

Sunday

Q.37

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Is it easier to reach you in the mornings or afternoons?
ENUMERATOR: Read options and mark all that apply
01=Mornings
02=Afternoons
03= Evening (after dinner)

Other comments

□
□
□
Specify [__________________]

SAY: You will remember that whenever we have visited you, at the end of the interview, in gratitude to the time that you have given us to answer all the questions, we
have given you a [PE: a small present, e.g. backpack, watch, mini radio, etc.); ET: a small amount of money or transferred mobile card; IN: money purse, vanity bag,
etc; VN: a small amount of money], right?

[PE and IN] This time, as it is not possible to visit the participants in their homes, we will not be able to personally carry and deliver any presents, so, only for this time,
at the end of the survey, each participant will be given [ PE: S /. 50 soles, which is the approximate equivalent to the value (cost) of the present], [IN: Rs. 600, which
is the approximate equivalent to the value (cost) of the present]
[ET and VN] This time, as it is not possible to visit the participants in their homes, we will not be able to personally carry and deliver any presents, so, only for this time,
at the end of each survey call, each participant will be given [ET: will be given Birr 100 or Mobile card which is the approximate equivalent to the value of the money]
[VN: will be given VND 50,000 or a mobile card which is he approximate equivalent to the value of the money]
[The delivery of the money would be made by means of a "Money Order" by [PE: Banco de la Nación; ET: Commercial Bank of Ethiopia; VN: Commercial Bank of
Viet Nam] or any other bank that the participant indicates, so that they can collect it from there. Or if you don't have access to a Bank [PE: you can recive the reward
from any Banking Agent located near their living place; ET: we may send you mobile card equivalent to the money. Or if you prefer to receive the money, we can send
you the amount through our local guide. Please let us know your preference; VN: we may send you mobile card equivalent to the money. Please let us know your
preference.] [IN: The amount will be sent through any nationalised banks by RTGS or we don't want to give us your bank account or you don't have one, we will send
the amount by "Money Order" and it will take 4 or 5 days to reach them through Post office. In both cases we will send a photo copy of the receipt].
This is the information that I wanted to give you now and when I call you again [between August and October, DATE OF PHONE SURVEY SECOND CALL], I will give
you a much more extensive and detailed explanation so that you can freely decide whether or not you want to participate in the survey and choose the day and time
that suits you best.
Now, before I say goodbye, I would like to verify your address and your contact numbers. -> Go to next section (Locating Information)

Locating Information
ENUMERATOR: This question is supposed to be answered by the enumerator only.

PERU
[CAPI: Pre-fill with the complete address provided in the Round 6 Tracking]
District
District
Department

Address

Additional refernces

ETHIOPIA
Region

[CAPI: Pre-fill with the complete address provided in the Round 6 Tracking]
Zone
Woreda
Peasant association
Other contact information

State

[CAPI: Pre-fill with the complete address provided in the Round 6 Tracking]
District
Mandal
Village
Other contact information

INDIA

VIETNAM
Province

[CAPI: Pre-fill with the complete address provided in the Round 6 Tracking]
District
Commune/Ward

Village/population group

* Note: for urban: Ward= Commune; Population Group= Village

Current Location of Index Child
ENUMERATOR: Looking at the Contact Sheet, ask the YL Child:

Q.1

[YL Child], Do you still live at one of the locations listed above? [ CAPI will list the pre-filled addresses as indicated above, with the name of the locality of
TRACKING]
ENUMERATOR: Ask the YL Child to tell you the full address [ET: woreda and peasant association, instead]. This is to verify the pre-filled information (if present) or to fill out the
address if not present. If the address is different to the pre-filled information and there needs to be corrections, please enter No=00 .

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

[ CAPI ] : If answer is No=00, skip Q.2 and write down full current address
No = 00 -->Please write down the full address in the boxes below
Which location?
ENUMERATOR: Choose from the list of locations pre-filled by CAPI
Q.2

[ __ __ ]
[ CAPI ] : Only enable if Q.1 is Yes=01

ENUMERATOR: Please write down the current address of [YL Child]'s dwelling.

PERU
Q.3
Number
S/N=No number

Q.4
Interior
(e.g. 1, 2, A,
B..)

Q.5
Apartment

Q.6
Floor
number

_______________________ ___________________________ ___________

Q.7
Block

Q.8
UCV

Q.9
Lot

Q.10
Group

Q.11
Sector

Q.12
Zone

Q.13
Leg

Q.14
Km

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

__________

ETHIOPIA
Q.3
Region

Q.4
Zone (if
outside Addis
Ababa) and
sub city (if
Addis Ababa
region)

Q.4
Q.6
Q.7
Q.8
Q.9
Woreda
Peasant
Got/Kushet/Ga Locality name House number
(Addis Ababa
Association
nda (for rural
(for urban
and rural(rural) and
areas only)
areas only)
outside Addis Kebele (urban) and name of
Ababa) and
Sefer (for
Town (Urbanurban areas)
outside Addis
Ababa)

_______________________ ___________________________ ___________

___________

___________

___________

INDIA
Q.3
State

Q.4
District

Q.5
Mandal

Q.6
Village

_______________________ ___________________________ ___________

VIETNAM
Q.3

Q.4

Province

District

Q.5
Q.6
Commune/War Village/populati
d
on group
_______________________ ___________________________ ___________

FIELDWORKER: Please write down the references to find the current [YL Child]'s dwelling, especially if you entered S/N in Q.2 or Q.3
Q.15

References to find the dwelling
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PERU
Q.16
Q.17
Q.18
Q.19

FIELDWORKER: Please fill in the current geographic location of [YL Child].
__________________________________________
Department
__________________________________________
Province
__________________________________________
District
__________________________________________
Locality

ETHIOPIA
Q.16
Q.17
Q.18
Q.19

FIELDWORKER: Please fill in the current geographic location of [YL Child].
__________________________________________
Region
__________________________________________
Zone or sub city (if in Addis Ababa)
__________________________________________
Woreda/town
__________________________________________
Peasant Association/Kebele

INDIA
Q.16
Q.17
Q.18
Q.19

FIELDWORKER: Please fill in the current geographic location of [YL Child].
__________________________________________
State
__________________________________________
District
__________________________________________
Mandal
__________________________________________
Village

VIETNAM
Q.16
Q.17
Q.18
Q.19

FIELDWORKER: Please fill in the current geographic location of [YL Child].
__________________________________________
Province
__________________________________________
District
__________________________________________
Commune/Ward
__________________________________________
Village/Population Group

UBIGEO
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ ]
[ __ __ __ __ ]

SAY: I would like to ask you for your contact details. Please tell me if we can communicate with the household through the following means.

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
[CAPI: Add the instructions below for IN only]
ENUMERATOR: Please ask specifically for the spouse telephone number and either parent phone number
Q.20 Does the household
have any the following?
ID

Telephone Numbers

1

Landline of the dwelling

2

Landline of a relative

3

Landline of a neighbour

4

Communal Phone

5

Mobile Phone 1

6

Mobile Phone 2

7

Mobile Phone 3

8

Other Mobile Phone

9

Other Mobile Phone

10

Other Mobile Phone

Q.21 Is it a smartphone ?

Q.22 What is the telephone number?

Q.23 Whose telephone number is this?

Enter city code for landlines.

Enter name of the person.

Q.24 What is his/her
relationship to [YL Child]?

If 00=No -->Skip to next row
and then move to Q.22

○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

Codebox #0

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1) ○ NA(88)
○ No(0) ○ Yes(1) ○ NA(88)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)
○ No(0)

○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)
○ Yes(1)

○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)
○ NA(88)

[ __ __ __ ] [ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ] [ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ] [ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ ] [ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

[ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ]

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

E-MAIL ADDRESS
Q.25 Does anyone in the
household have e-mail?
ID

Q.26 What is the email?

Email

Q.27 Whose email is this?

Q.28 What is his/her
relationship to [YL Child]?

Enter name of the person.
[CAPI] : If No --> Skip to
closing sentence

1

Email 1

2

Email 2

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)
○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

_____________________________________

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

_____________________________________

________________________________

[ __ __ ]

CLOSING SENTENCE

SAY: That's all for now, again: Thank you very much for your help and remember that in [between August and October, DATE OF PHONE SURVEY SECOND CALL] I am calling again.
Thank you very much and stay safe!

Comments
CAPI: This section should be enabled for all respondents regardless of whether they decide to participate or not
FIELDWORKER: Please use this section to take notes whether the YL child asked for further information or if you noticed anything that gave you cause for concern in relation to this
young person/family. On this second aspect, please make sure to refer those cases to the field cordinator as soon as possible.

CAPI: enable the following comment fields C.1 and C.2 for all respondents, including those not going ahead with the survey (farewell F1 and farewell F2)
ENUMERATOR please provide with the following information:

C.1

Has the [YL Child] asked for information?

C.2

[ CAPI ] : If No --> Skip to C.3
Related to what?
ENUMERATOR: Do not read. Mark all that apply

01

related to COVID-19 (symptoms, treatments, how it is tramsitted etc..)

02

related to health insurance

03

related to economic support offered by the governement

04

related to jobs

05

related to education

06

related to scholarship

07

reklate to present offered to YL surevy participations

08

related to violence

09

related to mental health

10

Others, Specify
Specify

11

Any other comments?

C.3

Was there anything that gave you cause for concern in relation to this
young person/family?

C.4

Related to what?
ENUMERATOR: Mark all that apply

01

Poor health

02

Struggle to get something to eat

03

Anxious, distressed about not having a job

04

Related to personal violence

05

Related to family violence

06

Related to mental health

07

Others, Specify
Specify
08
Any other comments?

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
[ ______________ ]
________________________________________________________________

○ No(0) ○ Yes(1)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
[ ______________ ]
________________________________________________________________

ENUMERATOR STATEMENT
PERU

ETHIOPIA

I declare that I have complied with the consent process, informing the Young Lives
participant everything related to the survey, reading the consent text, and
answering all of his/her doubts, questions and/or queries. Also, I regulate my
conduct in accordance with the requirements of the Young Lives Code of conduct.

I declare that I have complied with the consent process, informing the Young
Lives participant everything related to the survey, reading the consent text, and
answering all of his/her doubts, questions and/or queries.
Also, I regulate my conduct in accordance with the requirements of the Young
Lives Code of conduct.

If the above statement is true, please fill in:

If the above statement is true, please fill in:

Your full name in capital letters
[CAPI: pre-fill using Data Handlers information]
Your 8-digit ID national number
The full name of the YL participant
[CAPI: pre-fill using Data Handlers information]
The 8-digit ID national number of the YL participant

[ ____ ]

Your full name in capital letters
[CAPI: pre-fill using Data Handlers information]

[ ____ ]

[________]

Your Kebele ID number
[CAPI: pre-fill using Data Handlers information]

[ ____ ]

[ ____ ]

The full name of the YL participant

[ ____ ]

[________]

INDIA

VIETNAM

I declare that I have complied with the consent process, informing the Young Lives
participant everything related to the survey, reading the consent text, and
answering all of his/her doubts, questions and/or queries. Also, I regulate my
conduct in accordance with the requirements of the Young Lives Code of conduct.

I declare that I have complied with the consent process, informing the Young
Lives participant everything related to the survey, reading the consent text, and
answering all of his/her doubts, questions and/or queries. Also, I regulate my
conduct in accordance with the requirements of the Young Lives Code of
conduct.

If the above statement is true, please fill in:
Your full name in capital letters
[CAPI: pre-fill using Data Handlers information]
The full name of the YL participant
[CAPI: pre-fill using Data Handlers information]

If the above statement is true, please fill in:
Your full name in capital letters
[CAPI: pre-fill using Data Handlers information]
The full name of the YL participant
[CAPI: pre-fill using Data Handlers information]

[ ____ ]
[ ____ ]

[ ____ ]
[ ____ ]

CODEBOX #0

Relationship to YL child
00= YL child
01= Biological parent
02=Step-parent (partner of biological parent)
03= Adoptive parent
04= Foster parent
05= Maternal grandparent
06=Paternal grandparent
07= Brother/Sister (both parents the same)
08= Half-sibling (same father)
09= Half-sibling (same mother)
10= Step-sibling (no parent in common)
11=Adoptive brother/sister
12= Foster brother/sister
13= Uncle/Aunt
14= Cousin (inc. cousin brother & cousin sister)
15= Nephew/Niece

16= Brother/sister-in-law (spouse of sibling)
17= Great-Grandparent (Mother’s side)
18= Great Grandparent (father’s side)
19=Other relative
20= Servant (farm-worker, maid, etc.)
21=Tenant/lodger
22=Other, unrelated
23=Nanny (live-in)
24=Adoptive parent (adopt legal)
25=Partner/Spouse of the YL Child
26=Father-in-law/Mother-in-law
27=Child of YL child
28=Brother-in-law/Sister-in-law (sibling of YL Child's spouse)
29= Step-son/step-daughter of YL individual
77=NK
88=NA

